
Personal Beliefs of Ian Clayton

As a teacher of the New Mystics Group and an overseer, it is my responsibility to ensure that those who
read, listen to or watch what I produce or recommend are fully forewarned of any issues that could lead
them into error. As a sentinel, I have the responsibility to rate media products for consumption, just like
the TV & movie rating system.

While I do this task without exemption, I don't do it as a critical or destructive activity, nor do I do it to
disparage any person. My goal is to lovingly and carefully warn those who will listen to me, in the same
way a parent warns a child of inappropriate things.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ian Clayton has 'tons' of relevant material to share with us from his times of inhabiting the Realm of
Heaven and from what he has learnt and been taught while he's been there. However, there are things that
Ian says which appear to be his own personal interpretation of scripture rather than spiritual realities. I list
these below, carefully, as I am prepared to be corrected by the Lord if I am wrong about any of them.

Note that Ian always speaks with authority when he teaches – unless he's being jocular. This authority is
the authority of experience in spiritual dimensions, not always authorization on behalf of Almighty God
in the form of decrees and pronouncements. This is similar to a person who lived for many years in a
particular  town  and  speaks  with  the  authority  of  occupation  to  an  overseas  enquirer  who  wishes
information about the settlement. The person supplying the information doesn't need to be the mayor or
town clerk to speak on such matters, nor does anyone who has inhabited the spirit realm for many years.

Unfortunately, Ian doesn't demarcate between what he knows and what he conjects. Even the Apostle Paul
excuses his personal teaching within his writings for the sake of accuracy by stating where appropriate
that some statements are his, not the Lord's.1 However, there's no tonal change in Ian's teaching when he
expresses his personal thoughts and scriptural interpretations, and this unconsciously says to the hearer or
reader, “These are absolutely true”.

Neither does Ian speak under the anointing of the Spirit, so there's no 'weight' in what he speaks for a
spiritual person to use as a gauge for discernment. Instead he speaks, in and out of the Realm of heaven so
that his voice doesn't change. This is confusing to the uninitiated, because they can't discern what he says
as it doesn't bear witness in their spirit. Those with their discernment switched off because of what Ian has
experienced will find themselves believing more than the reality of the things of the Realm of Heaven.

Here are some of the scriptural teachings of Ian that are dubious.

1. Jesus went up  into a mountain to pray2 which means he went into the spiritual realm, into the
Mountain of God, not a physical mountain – The KJV says 'into', while other translations say 'up
on' or just 'up'. The Greek work here is eis which can mean 'into', 'unto', 'to', 'towards', 'among' and
much more, depending on it's context and the sentences syntax. In our English language we can
say either, “go up on a mountain” or “go into a mountain” where 'into' refers to the environment
(eg forest) of the mountain.

2. There are no mountains there – A map Israel shows that a mountain range traverses the whole
length of the land. Jerusalem is actually built on mountainous terrain, with deep valleys beside it.
The mountains around the Sea of Galilee are so tall they cause storms on the lake.

3. Jesus  walked  through  the  bodies  of  the  people  who  were  trying  to  throw him off  a  cliff  for
blasphemy3 – The Greek word used is mesos meaning 'middle', 'midst' or 'among'. His miraculous
passing could be explained in 2 other ways: (i) He walked between each person and they weren't

1 – 1 Corinthians 7:12; 11:17
2 – Matthew 5:1; 14:23; 15:29
3 – Luke 4:30
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able to touch him, or (ii) He walked invisibly between each person. There's no indication in the
verse or in the ability of God to rescue Jesus that he walked through the bodies of the men.

4. Eve was made from Adam's flesh, not rib4 – The Hebrew word used here is tsêlâl' meaning 'side',
'rib', 'beam', 'plank'. The word comes from a root meaning 'lame', indicating a relationship with the
skeleton of a person. In fact the Hebrew text says God took “one” rib, not a 'piece'. Only one
English translation, the NET, states 'part of his side' instead of a rib.

5. God gave Adam and Eve 2 layers of skin to cover their body, not animal skins to clothe themselves
with because of The Fall5 – There is no indication in the text that the skin/hide came from any
particular source. It is conjecture that to refer to it as human skin as much as it does for animal
hide. The reason Ian claims it was their own skin that he gave them is because their spirit-man was
their covering before The Fall, so they may not have had their own skins inside it around their
bodies, or, they had to be given tougher skin to deal with life in a hostile environment.

6. Jesus said that everything he said and did would fill innumerable books6 – Jesus never said this.
John wrote the statement as a personal comment.7

7. “He has put down the mighty from their thrones”8 indicating that there are people who are already
sitting on their thrones on their mountains – The quote (if I have the right one because he didn’t
reference what he stated) is from Mary’s song of praise sung sometime after being told by an
angel she’d give birth to the Son of God. In context Mary is singing in Hebrew poetic language
which is symbolic. In other words, she is referring to people in authority. This is born out by the
fact that the Greek word for ‘thrones’ means ‘a stately seat’ or ‘seat of power’ by implication9: e.g.
of earthly kings, judges and elders.

I will add others as I listen to more of Ian's teachings. 

Here are some of the theological teachings of Ian that are dubious.

1. His pro-woman emphases is not balanced.

2. Saying “Yeshua” instead of “Jesus” is not an understanding from someone who knows our King
personally because he talks with him in Heaven.

3. He extends Hebrew numerics beyond their genuine assigned useage – e.g. Our 3-part being. We
only talk about 3 components because we choose a particular classification system. Instead, we
could use: body, soul, mind, heart & spirit. There are many other ways to classify our being.

4. He continues to say, “You cannot be an apostle unless you have seen Jesus” – This appears to be a
legalistic extrapolation from the Jerusalem Apostle’s idea for the replacement of Judas Iscariot.
Their premise was that they select a person to become the 12th Apostle who had seen Jesus, had
been with them from the beginning, and who had witnessed both his ascension and resurrection.10

It  could  also  come  from  Paul’s  assertion  that  he  saw  Jesus,11 which  he  used  to  justify  his
apostleship. But is seeing him a necessity to be a modern-day apostle? I say, “No”. A study of the
NT shows that there are 25 people identified as apostles (not just 13), plus another 6 who are
possibles.12 There is no scriptural reference that every one of these saw Jesus, or that he appeared
to them as he did to Paul. Ian’s asserting if from scripture is unfounded.

5. Ian teaches that the ‘3rd heaven’ meant “the full supply of heaven” to Paul. It is true that Ian was
challenged by King Jesus not to believe in a 3rd heaven mind-set because Heaven is right in front

4 – Genesis 2:21
5 – Genesis 3:21
6 – Source: “Courts Part2 (Ian Clayton) companyofburninghearts 2012-09-11”
7 – John 21:24-25
8 – Luke 1:52
9 – Strong’s definition
10 – Acts 1:21-22
11 – 1 Corinthians 15:8
12 – John Kingsley Alley “How Many Apostles are Mentioned in the Bible?”
       (www.peace.org.au/apostolic/the-apostolic-revelation/how-many-apostles-are-mentioned-in-the-bible)
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of him. However, for him to teach that what Paul wrote had a different meaning to the straight
forward one is not acceptable. It may be true that to a Jew like Paul, 3 is the symbol gimel (ג)
which represents a camel, which stands for “full supply”. However, did Paul mean that when he
wrote “one was caught up to the third heaven”13, he was inferring “the full supply of heaven”? Our
21st century issue is that we don’t understand the cosmology of the 1st century ANE believers.
They weren’t all totally biblically-based in their understandings. (This is why we don’t understand
the book of Revelation properly.) This non-Jehovah cosmology was especially true for the gentiles
who Paul was writing to in Corinth. It is far more logical to believe that Paul knew of the ANE
understanding of the 3 heavens  – (1) sky, (2) space, (3) God’s abode – and was referring to God’s
abode in his letter by using an ANE cosmological idea.

I will add others as I listen to more of Ian's teachings. 

Here are some of the scientific teachings of Ian that are dubious.

1. Ian extrapolates from scientific knowledge to the realm of the spirit – This is very much like trying
to justify something using science rather than science actually proving something.

2. Galaxies 3 billion light years away mean they were created 3 billion years ago – This follows
evolutionary thinking that the universe came from a single point. The universe would most like
have been created fully functional and in situ – instantly.

I will add others as I listen to more of Ian's teachings. 

I am grateful to you, Ian, for what you have taught on the Kingdom, sonship and
the Heaven's governance of Earth. Thank you for being a forerunner in this area.

Laurence
13-6-2017 (Updated 18-3-2018)
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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